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ABSTRACT
Suppose a directed graph has its arcs
stored m secondary memory, and we wish to compute
its tlansltlve closure, also storing the result m secondary
memory We assume that an amount of mam memory
capable of holding s “values” 1s available, and that s
lies between n, the number of nodes of the graph, and
e, the number of arcs The cost measure we use for
algorithms 1s the I/O compJexIty of Kung and Hong,
where we count 1 every time a value 1s moved mto mam
memory from secondary memory, or vice versa
In the dense case, where e 1s close to n2, we show
that I/O equal to O(n3/&)
is sufficient to compute the
transitive closure of an n-node graph, using mam memory of size s Moreover, It IS necessary for any algorithm
that 1s “standard,” m a sense to be defined precisely
m the paper Roughly, “standard” means that paths
are constructed only by concatenating arcs and prevlously discovered paths This class includes the usual
algorithms that work for the generahzatlon of transltl\e closure to semlrmg problems For the sparse case,
we show that I/O equal to O(n2fl)
1s sufficient, although the algorithm we propose meets our definition of
“standard” only if the underlying graph 1s acyclic We
also show that R(n2fi)
1s necessary for any standard algorithm m the sparse case That settles the I/O
complexity of the sparse/acyclic case, fol standard algorithms
It 1s unknown whether this complexity can
be achieved m the sparse, cychc case, by a standard algorithm, and it 1s unknown whether the bound can be
beaten by nonstandard algonthms
We then consider a special kmd of standaid al-

gollthm, m which paths are constructed only by concatenatmg arcs and old paths, never by concatenating
two old paths This restrlctlon seems essential if we
are to take advantage of sparseness Unfortunately, we
show that almost another factor of n I/O 1s necessary
That is, there 1s an algorithm m this class using I/O
O(n3fi)
for arbitrary sparse graphs, including cychc
ones Moreover, every algollthm m the restricted class
must use R(n3fi/
log3 n) I/O, on some cychc graphs
I. THE

PROBLEM

Let us assume that data IS stored m secondary memory,
and computation must be performed m mam memory
We suppose that the cost of moving a datum from secondary to mam memory or back IS very large, so much
so, that we shall consider the cost of data movement
to the exclusion of computation cost For us, a datum
1s a value of small size, such as an integer whose value
1s polynomial m the size of the input [and thus can be
represented m O(log n) bits]
We shall use s throughout as the capacity of mam
memory The quantity s measures the number of data
items that can be stored m mam memory at one time
Because of our lmpreclslon m the size of a datum, we
can only talk about s to wlthm an order of magnitude
Since we generally buy machines with, say, exactly 4
megabytes of mam memory, not “on the order of 4
megabytes,” all our results should, strictly speahmg, be
levised to lower, by a constant factor, the problem size
that we can handle with a given amount of memory 111
a given tune Nevertheless, the notlon that mam memory 1s expandable by a constant factor 1s a convenient
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We are primarily interested m tlansltlve closure
problems and its generahzatlon to closed semlrmg problems as described m Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman [1974]
In the basic problem, we are given a directed graph of
n nodes and e arcs, and we wish to find its transltlve
closure, that is, the set of pairs of nodes (w, UI) such that
there is a path of length one or more from 21to w In
the generalized problem, we are given a label on each
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arc, chosen from a closed sem:rmg, wh~th 1s a celtam
algebraic structure defined m Aho et al [1974], having
multlphcatlon and addltlon operators WC wish to compute the sum over all paths flom v to 20, of the product
of the labels along that path, m order
The

Kung-Hong

pelfolin operations mvolvmg data other than the arc
and path facts If so, we shall account for the mam
memory space used by these facts, under the assumption that mtegers whose number of bits 1s logarlthmlc
m the input size may be stored m one umt of mam
memory Domam values from a closed semlrmg are also
assumed to take one memory unit, even though their
nature and representation 1s left unspecified
That model 1s both more and less restrictive than
the Kung-Hong model it 1s more restrlctlve m that we
assume a new value of a “fact,” such as path(v, cc), always replaces Its previous value m mam memory The
Kung-Hong, or DAG, model, allows executions m which
two different DAG nodes are m memory simultaneously,
even though they conceptually represent different verslons of the same variable
On the other hand, the
Kung-Bong model only allows us to discuss one DAG
at a tnne, which nnphes that the order of operations 1s
fixed, except for opelatlons that are mdependent We,
on the other hand, can consider whole famlhes of algonthms at once For example, we speak of a family that
mcludes all n1 versions of Warshall’s algorithm where
the order m which we pivot on the various nodes 1s
allowed to vary Each of these versions would have a
different DAG, although the DAGs would differ only by
renammg of nodes

Model

This model was studied by Kung and Hong [1980], who
proved some basic results about a variety of problems
Their notlon of an algorithm 1s a DAG (dnected acychc
gaph), m which the nodes correspond to values, the
predecessors of a value v are the values used to compute
v For example, they considered the standard algorithm
for multlphcatlon
of n x n matrices, and showed that
the I/O required IS Q(n3/@)
That amount of I/O
1s sufficient, as well, by an algorithm of McKellar and
Co&an [1969]
They could equally as well have showed the same
lower bound for the usual algollthm, due to Warshall
[1962], for tahmg the transltlve closme Indeed, our
lower bound for a family of transitive closme algonthms
makes heavy use of important combmatorlal ideas from
Kung and Hong [19SO]
Our

Model

We focus only on
Our model 1s somewhat different
tlansltlve closure and related problems, so it 1s natural
to view steps of the algorithm not as nodes of a DAG,
but as operations m which paths are discovered That
is, each operation mvolves some number of facts that
must snnultaneously be m mam memory A fact 1s a
vallable that we shall designate either al*c(v, w) (“there
1s an arc from node v to node w”) or puth(v, w) (“thele
In the basic transltlve clois a path from 2, to w”)
sure problem, all these facts are Boolean-valued, we are
glren the arc facts, and need to compute the path facts
For example, an operation might take data items replesentmg the facts path(v, 8) and palh(x, w) and assign
a new value to the fact path(v, w) In the genelahzed,
closed-semlrmg case, the values of arc facts are labels
of arcs What we call fact puth(v, w) 1s Intended, after
the algorithm 1s complete, to be the sum ovel all paths
from u to w, of the product of the labels along each
path
In our model, we do not assume a precedence m
the order of operations, as 1s assumed by the DAG
model of Kung and Hong Rather, when p~ovmg lower
bounds, we characterize an algollthm by the set of sets
of facts that must be m mam memory smlultaneously
We should note, however, that when plovmg upper
bounds, that is, exhlbltmg algollthms, we sometimes

for

all

1 and J do
= arc(i
J),
J)
k = I to n do
for all
1 and J do
= path(l,J)
OR
path(i,J)
(path(l,k)
AND path(k,J)),
path(l,

for

Fig.

Standard

1.1.

Warshall’s algorithm

Algollthms

When plovmg lowel bounds for the dense case, we shall
focus on standard algonthms
These have the property that (for at least one input) for every triangle of
nodes {v, w, x}, thele IS at some time simultaneously
m mam memory a fact about v and w, a fact about w
and 2, and a fact about v and t What algorithms are
“standald”?2
* LVe do not care whethel trmngles are regarded as ordered
01 unordered, smce all our results are order-of-magmtude
an> way, and order only mtloduces a factor of 6 m the count
of tl mngles
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Warshall’s algorithm, as described m Fig 1 1 We
, n Each
assume the nodes are numbered 1,2,
node, m turn, becomes 8, the pivot node After k
has had Its turn at pivot, path(z,g) IS 1 If and only
If there 1s a path from z to 3 that goes through
no node numbered above k: (although z or 3 may
exceed E) Notice that at the last line of Fig 1 1,
three facts mvolvmg the triangle of nodes 2, 3, and
k must be m mam memory at once In fact, that
would be true even if we counted ordered triangles

path(V,W)
path(V,W)

.- arc(V,W)
- path(V,X)

path(V,W)
path(V,W)

& path(X,W)

1

Algollthms for transltlve closure can be baaed on
a fast matrix-multlphcatlon
algorithm
For example, if we square the adjacency matrix logn
tmles, using the algollthm of Coppersmith and
Wmograd [1987] to square matrices, we get an
2 37 log n) tune algorithm, that uses I/O equal
O(n
to O((n 2 37/so 19) log n)

2

Algollthms can be based on depth-first search As
we shall see, for graphs with cycles, the discovery of
strongly connected components allows us to infer
the existence of paths wlthout actually constructmg them

due to

(12)

Here, we use Prolog notation, and the two rules are
read “there 1s a path from V to W d there IS an
arc from V to W,” and “there 1s a path from V
to W If there exists a node X such that there 1s
a path from V to X and a path from X to W ”
Semmalve evaluation applies the rules repeatedly,
starting from the data (the arc facts), and gettmg
successive approxlmatlons to the path facts In
semmalve (as opposed to naive) evaluation, care
1s taken that when applymg a rule, at least one
of the facts m the body (right side) IS “new,” m
the sense that It was Just discovered on the prevlous round Semmalve evaluation might not look at
facts for every triangle, for example, It would not
If the set of arcs were empty However, If the set of
arcs 1s a complete graph, then on the second round,
the recursive rule finds all path facts “new,” and
attempts to apply the recursive rule 111all possible
ways Then, all triangles {V, X, IV} of path facts
will appear simultaneously m memory, when the
recursive rule 1s apphed to that triple of nodes (m
any of the six orders)

There 1s also a subtlety regarding algorithms that
do not behave m an “obhvlous” way, but base their action on the values computed
For example, we could
modify Warshall’s algollthm m two ways First, If we
to be false, then we need
find path(z) 1) AND path(k,3)
not modify path(z) 1) Hence, it appears we don’t need
to have the triangle {z J k} m memory at one time
However, this modified version of Warshall’s algorithm
1s still standard, because when the given graph IS complete, it must assign to path(2,3) all the time
Another modlficatlon to Warshall’s algorithm 1sto
write a 1 into the copy of path(z) 3) m secondary memory whenever puth(2,
k) AND puth(k, 3) IS true, regardless of its current value Again, It appears we do not
need yuth(2,3)
m mam memory when we consider the
triple (&,I, k) However, at the expense of doubling the
I/O and mcreasmg the memory by half, we could insist
that puth(2,~)
be brought mto man1 memory anyway,
and then written out Smce our results are all order-ofmagnitude anyway, this modlficatlon cannot be better
than a standard algollthm
Thus, any lower bound for
standard algonthms applies to modlficatlons that write
new values for variables mto secondary storage wlthout exammmg their current value first
Moreover, if
we are pelformmg a generalized transltlve closure, then
the analog of Walshall’s algorithm (Kleene’s algorithm)
cannot write a new value for puth(2,j)
without having
the old value m mam memory Actually, all algorithms

Similarly, we might use either of the two hnear
forms of the recursion for transltlve closure Semlnaive evaluation of the rules
- arc(V,W)
path(V,W)
- arc(V,X)
& path(X,W)
path(V,W)
(13)
or the rules
3 See Urnan

[1988] for a dxcuss~on of semmave

(14)

Ale there algonthms m use that are not “standard”
m our sense? Yes, there are several different approaches
that do not use triangles of nodes

evaJuatron3 of the logical rules

Semmalve

& arc(X,W)

are standard algorithms
Here, the triangles each
involve two path facts and an arc fact, but there
1s nothmg m the defimtlon of “standard” that requires the facts all be path facts

More generally, Kleene’s algonthm, as described m
Aho et al [1974], applied to an albltrary closed
semlrmg, IS a standard algorithm
The improvement of Warshall’s algollthm
Warren [1975] 1s also a standard algorithm

- arc(V,W)
- path(V,X)

evaluation
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that we know of for the generalized transrtlve
problem are standard
Extension

to Block-Oriented

closure

I/O

Usually, we don’t want to count only the volume of traffic between main and secondary memory, but rather
count the number of blocks or pages that must move
between the two memories As m the model of Ullman
[1988], blocks carry some fixed, but large number of
facts It turns out that, under reasonable assumptions
about the size of blocks, each of the algorrthms we propose allows complete blockmg, that is, d b facts fit on
one block, then the amount of I/O can be reduced by a
factor b Since the lower bounds cannot be reduced by
a greater factor, our results will carry over to the model
with blocked I/O, srmply by drvldmg expresslons by b
II

AN

ALGORITHM

FOR

THE

DENSE

Fig

CASE

Partltron

2.1.

of a matrix

rehexrve and transitive closure of Mk,k An mductlon
on k shows that, after executing lines (2) through (5)
with a fixed value of k, the value m row TVand column
w 1s 1 if and only if there 1s a path from node v to node
w that goes through no zone higher than k (Nodes
v and/or w may themselves be m higher zones ) We
omit the details of the proof, from whrch we have the
following theorem

We begin wrth some relatively easy results, these cover
the dense case, where the number of arcs m an n-node
graph can be as high as n 2 A recent paper by Aglawal
and Jagadrsh [1987] 0ff ers an algorithm for this case
By partrtronmg the adJacency matrrx of the graph into
stripes, they use I/O equal to O(n4/s)
As usual, n 1s
the number of nodes and s the amount of mam memory McKellar and Coffman [1969] studied the problem
of performmg matrix operations such as transposrtlon,
or matrrx multlphcatlon
m a paged memory system
They compared various matrix partltlomng schemes,
and found that storing and mampulatmg matrices by
stripes (of rows or columns) IS mferlor to a scheme that
partrtlons the matrices mto square submatrices of appropriate srze As we shall see, the same fact 1s true of
the transitive closure problem
Divide the nodes of the graph mto n/G zones as
follows Nodes 1 through fi are m zone 1, nodes fi+ 1
through 24 are m zone 2, and so on This partltlonmg
of the nodes corresponds to a partltronmg of the adJacency matrix M of the graph into squares of size &,
there being n2/s submatrices, which we designate A&, ,
for 1 < 2,~ 5 n/G
Figure 2 1 illustrates this partition Thus, the submatrix M,,3 tells about arcs from
nodes m zone 2 to nodes m zone 3
If M 1sa Boolean matrix, or m fact, a matrix whose
elements come from any closed semlrmg, then the fi x
fi submatrices of A4 are elements of a closed semnmg,
art11 the usual matrrx multlphcatlon
and addltlon as
x and + m the closed semlrmg (see Exercise 15 28 of
Ulhnan [1989] for some details)
Thus, we can apply
Kleene’s algonthm, as shown m Fig 2 2, to compute the
transltlve closure of M There, note that ML,L 1s the

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

for

= I to n/,/Z

k

= M;,k,

Mk,k

for

do begm

1
for

= I to n/G
do
J = I to n/,/Z

Mb3

= WJ

do

+M,,k

X Mk,k

X Mk,3

end

Fig. 2.2.

Kleene’s algorithm

Theorem
2.3: The algorithm of Frg 2 2 correctly computes the transltrve closure of the graph with adJacency
matrrx M 0
Theorem
2.4: The algorrthm of Fig 2 2 reqmres I/O
equal to O(n3/&),
provided s 5 n2

Proof:
Note that any submatrix M,,J will fit m main
memory at once Since we assume we have O(s) memory, we can hold any finite number of submatrlces, m
partrcular, Mlj, Mk,k, and ML, at once When we read
it&k at hne (2), we can take its transrtrve closure by
Warshall’s algorithm
That algorithm 1s executed “in
place,” and needs no additional man-r memory To execute hne (5)) we surely need no more than O(s) I/O,
smce we read and write a fimte number of O(s)-sized
submatrices
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we can read the entire graph, and then compute its
transitive closure by searching from each node, m mam
memory Then, n2 I/O suffices to write the answer
A standard algorithm for sparse graphs must combine arc facts with path facts, or It cannot take advantage of sparseness The reason IS that O(n) arcs can
yield paths between any pan of nodes Thus, a standard
algorithm that combmes paths (probably) will have to
consider all triangles, even if e IS much less than n2
Thus, It IS reasonable to consider algorithms that only
combme arc and path facts, such as semmalve evaluation of the hnear rules (1 3) or (14) or the basic algorithm of Ioanmdls and Ramakrlshnan [1988] for acyclic
graphs

Step (2) requires only O(n&)
I/O, smce It 1s executed n/fi
times and uses O(s) I/O each time Step
(5) dominates, since It 1s executed n3/s3i2 times, with
O(s) I/O each time The I/O cost IS thus O(n3/fi)
Cl
Note that n3/fi
1s always less than the Agrawal
and Jagadlsh [1987] upper bound of n4/s, as long as s <
n2, furthermore, the constants of the two dgorlthms are
comparable
When s 1 n2, the upper bound on I/O
1s O(n2), since that IS required Just to read the data
Once read, we can compute the transltlve closure m
mam memory with no further I/O, except the n2 steps
needed to write the answer
Corollary
2.5: If for some closed semlrmg, the domain
elements reqmre 0( 1) memory space, and the +, X,
and * operations can be performed with at most O(s)
scratch space, then the generahzed transltlve closure
can be taken for this closed semlrmg with O(n3/&)
I/O q

Sparse-Standard

Algorithms

We shall now show that the upper bound n3/fi
for
dense graphs IS also a lower bound on the I/O needed
by any standard algorithm As we mentioned, It 1s possible to beat the upper bound, m prmclple, by using a
fast matnx-multlphcatlon
algonthm, although It 1s unclear whether these schemes are practical for problems
of reahstlc size The followmg combmatorlal lemma 1s
the key

We shall call an algorithm sparse-standard if It has m
memory at some time every triangle (v, t, w) conastmg of an arc fact urc(w, z), and path facts path(v) w)
and path(z) w) We call such a triangle an app-trmngle
Note that there are e(n - 2), or about en app-tnangles,
since each arc can have any of the n - 2 nodes that are
not Its endpomts as the opposite vertex
It turns out that there IS a sparse-standard algorithm to compute transitive closure of a sparse, acychc
graph m O(n2@)
tnne 5 Moreover, any sparsestandard algorithm must tde at least this amount of
time, even on acychc graphs Interestmgly, the upper
bound also holds for sparse graphs with cycles, but the
algorithm 1s not even standard

Lemma
3.1: With m edges, we can make no more than
O(m3i2) triangles Cl

The

III

LOWER

BOUND

FOR

DENSE

GRAPHS

BOUND

FOR

IS, s grows asymptotlcelly

more slowly,

Parameters

=n

J :

aA!E
n

We think of p as the size of a “big” set of nodes and
Q as the size of a “small” set Notlce that m the dense
case, where e = n2, we have /3 = u = 4
The lntultlon regardmg p and B 1s as follows In
Lemma 3 1, we observed that s edges make at most
s3i2 triangles To attam that ratlo of triangles to edges,
we must select about fi nodes and all edges between
these nodes Now, suppose we are only mterested m
app-triangles If the graph 1s random, that IS, each arc

SPARSE,

We shall now introduce e, the number of arcs, as a
separate parameter
It 1s useful to study the case of
acyclic graphs first, because they appear to be able to
take advantage of sparseness m a way that cychc graphs
cannot In what follows, we shall assume that e 2 n,
and s << e,4 smce If e mam memory space 1s available,
* That

“Small”

p

Theorem
3.2: Every standard algorithm for computmg the transitive closure of a dense graph with n nodes,
using mam memory of size s requires Q(n3/fi)
I/O m
the worst case •J
UPPER
GRAPHS

and

In what follows, It IS useful to define the shorthands

Now we can prove the lower bound result for dense
graphs The argument IS slmllar to the one found m
Kung and Hong [1980] for the standard matrix multiphcatlon algorithm

IV.
AN
ACYCLIC

“Big”

of n, than e
5 Note that this formula
graphs when e = n2

as a function
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reduces

to the formula

for dense

1s chosen with probability e/n2, then, approximately,
the greatest number of app-triangles will be obtamed If
we have two “big” sets of /? nodes each, and a “small”
set of size u For our s facts, we select all the arcs of
the given graph that run from one big set to the other,
and we also select path facts running from each node m
the small set to each node m either of the big sets The
expected number of arcs from one big set to another
is p2e/n2 = s, and the number of pairs of nodes, one
from a big set and one from a small set, 1s Pu = s
Thus, there are an expected O(s) facts selected, and by
constant-factor adJustments m the size of the big and
small sets, we can make that be exactly s
Like the algorithm of Section II, we shall “pivot”
on sets of nodes However, mstead of using “zones” of
size &, when we pivot on zone 6, and establish paths
flom zone z to zone 2 that go through zone 12, zones z
and k will be big sets, and zone 3 ~111be a small set
Moreover, we use only arcs from zone a to zone k, not
paths That 1swhy the algorithm only works fol acychc
graphs, and then only if the pivot zones are chosen m
reverse topological order
The algorithm 1sbest explained as domg something
more general than computmg transltlve closure, which
we shall call extended tranatlve closure The mput to
the algorithm IS as follows We are given m nodes that
are topologlcally sorted and numbered 1,2,
,m We
are also given e arcs among the first n 5 m nodes and
any number of paths from nodes among the first n to
any of the m nodes (Including the first n) All arcs
and paths go from lower- to higher-numbered nodes,
as suggested by Fig 4 1 We have an amount of mam
memory s 1 n The problem 1s to find which nodes
among the first n have paths to which of the m nodes,
each such path will follow zero or more arcs among the
first n, and then an (optional) path fact The case of
ordinary sparse transitive closure 1s extended transitive
closure with m = n, and no given paths
e arcs

Fig.

4.1.

Algorithm

Sparse-Standald Algorithm
Closure of Acychc Graphs

for Ex-

INPUT As above
OUTPUT The set of pairs of nodes (2, 3) such that there
1s a path from 8 to 3 consistmg of zero or more given
arcs followed by a given path
METHOD Ife= O(s), then read all the given edges mto
mam memory For each of the m nodes, say node V, do
the followmg
1

Read all given paths from one of the first n nodes
to w mto mam memory There are at most n such
paths, so they fit, since s 1 n IS assumed

2

In mam memory, find all the nodes among the first
n that can reach v followmg arcs and then a path
directly to v No I/O 1s needed

3

Write the up-to-n path facts telling which of the
first n nodes reach v along an allowable path

Evidently, O(n) I/O per node 1s needed m steps (1)
and (3), so the total I/O 1s mn That cannot exceed
our predicted upper bound of mn( 1 + @)
Note also
that the e I/O steps needed to bring m the e given arcs
cannot exceed mn, smce m 2 n, and e < n2
Now, let us consider the case where e grows more
rapidly than s Define p = n@
and u = @/n,
as
before Note that /3 grows more slowly than n, since
s grows more slowly than e We shall partition the
first n nodes mto n//3 “big zones” of size /3 each All
nodes are partltloned mto “small zones” of size u, there
are m/u such zones In each case, the zones consist
of consecutive nodes, as suggested m Fig 4 3 In that
figure, we have made the tacit assumption that n/P = 3,
and p = 20 Technically, we should see Fig 4 3 as two
Boolean matrlces One, of size n x m, represents path
mformatlon
the second, of size n x n, and located at
the left end, represents arc mformatlon
We execute the algorithm sketched m Fig 4 4 This
algorithm 1s similar to the plvotmg algorithms seen so
far Here we pivot on a square of the matrix whose side
1s p, that 19, we use a set of p consecutive nodes as the
“pivot ” In order to take what serves as the transltlve
closure of a pivot block, we must call Algorithm 4 2
recursively In the recursive call, the pivot block plays
the roll of the n x n matrix at the left, as m Fig 4 3,
while that block and evelythmg to its left plays the role
of the entire matrix m Fig 4 3
Note that, as we assume s << e, there are only a
fimte number of n’s for which n < ,9+ 1 Therefore, the
basis case at lme (2) applies only to problems of limited
size Thus, all the arcs can be stored m O(1) memory,

Up to nm paths

Given data for Algorithm

4.2:

tended Transltlve
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We now give an algorithm that computes the extended transltlve closure with I/O equal to O(mn(1 +
dm>

49

(I)

if n 1s eufflclently

small that n < p+ 1 then
compute the extended transitive
closure in any manner

(2)

else
(3)
(4)

for

1 do begin
k = n/P downto
apply Algorithm
4 2 to the nodes of big zone k (playing
the
role of the first
n nodes) and all higher nodes (playing
the role oi the remaining m-n nodes),
for

(5)
(6)
(7)

1

for

‘= I to k-l do
J
= 1 to m/u do
for each node v In big zone 1, each node x in big
zone k, and each node P in small zone J do

path(v,a)
path(v,u)

(8)

=
OR (arc(v,x)

AND path(x,w))

end

Fig.

4.4. Algorithm

4 2 for the case s << e
quires I/O equal to O(mn(1 + Je7))

El

Now, we can apply Theorem 4 5 to the case we are
really interested m, when m = n, n 5 s < e 5 n2, and
there are no given paths
Corollary
4.6: If n 5 s 5 e 5 n2, Algorithm 4 2 computes the translttve closure of an n-node, e-arc acyclic
graph usmg s mam memory space wlth’I/O
equal to
O(n2@i)

Cl

V.
A
LOWER
BOUND
STANDARD
ALGORITHMS

FOR

SPARSE

We shall now show that every sparse-standard

Fig.

4.3.

Partltlons

algorithm for computmg transitive closure, even on acyclic
graphs, requires R(n2@)
I/O The key 1sthe followmg combmatorlal lemma

mto big and small zones

and can be kept m mam memory no matter what s 1s
As a result, an O(mn) I/O algorithm for lme (2) 1seasy
One last detail concerns the loop of lme (5) If there
are O(s) arcs from big zone 2 to big zone 1, then for each
J we can execute the loop of lines (6) to (8) with O(s)
I/O As we mentloned, m the average case, there are
no more than s arcs between two big zones However,
sometimes there will be more, and If so, we must break
up zone z mto sets of nodes that each have O(s) arcs to
zone k Smce n 5 s IS assumed, we can always mahe
the partition
When we perform the analysis of the
I/O m Theorem 4 5, we shall see that the effect of big
zones with more than s arcs to the pivot zone can be
neglected 0

Lemma
5.1: For any u = G/n
there 1s a constant a
with the property that no matter what n, e, and s are,
provided that n 1s sufficiently large, that n 5 e 5 (;),
and that u IS R(logn), there IS an acyclic graph of n
nodes and e arcs, such that no set of 2 nodes, where
u < I 5 p, has more than ouz arcs m its generated
subgraph 0
Now, we can prove an analog of Lemma 3 1
Lemma
5.2: Under the same condltlons as Lemma 5 1,
there 1s an acyclic graph G such that any set of s arc
and path facts forms no more than O(us) app-triangles
with respect to the arcs of G 0
5 3. If n 5 s 5 e < n2, and c = R(log n),
then any sparse-standard algorithm to compute the
transitive closure requires I/O at least Cl(n”@)
Cl
Theorem

4.5. Algorithm 4 2 correctly computes the
extended transltlve closure of an acyclic graph, and reTheorem
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not yet been placed m the depth-first spanning tree,
but plune the successor lists selectively as the algorithm
proceeds, to fit in main memory The pruning has the
propel ty that the second and subsequent times we need
to find a successor of a given node V, those of Its successols that have not already been placed m the tree
remam m a lmked list, and we simply take the first,
with no I/O needed, and place it m the tree as a child
of u The main-memory data structure we need 1s an
anay, indexed by nodes The elements of the array are
structures capable of holding the followmg

We should observe that there 1sa gap m our hnowledge, m that we don’t know whether ou lemmas, or
Theorem 5 3, are true when u << log n That condltlon
can only occur when e and s are both very close to n,
however Note that when e and s are both O(n), then
Theorem 5 3 does hold, Just because 52(,&?) I/O 1s necessary to write the answer Also, even if u << logn, we
cannot improve on the upper bound by more than an
O(log n) factor
VI
AN
ALGORITHM
SPARSE
GRAPHS

FOR

GENERAL

1
2

With very little I/O, we can reduce the general case
to the acyclic case We find strong components, by
the depth-first search technique of IIopcloft and TarJan [1973] As we shall see, O(e) I/O suffices Once
we have strong components, we can find the mtercomponent arcs, which form an acyclic graph, and apply
Algorithm 4 2 to it Finally, we translate the reachablllty mformatlon about strong components mto mfolmatlon about the nodes m those components Notice that
this algorithm 1s not sparse-standard, m fact it 1s not
even standard, because we mfer the exlstcnce of celtam
paths by the fact that two nodes are m the same strong
component, even though we may not have constructed
a path from one node to the other As a consequence,
this algorithm will not generalize to albltlary
closed
semirings
Space-Efficient

Depth-First

3
4

The parent of the node m the tree being formed
Leftmost-child and right-sibling pointers, so we can
construct a list, for each node, of its children m the
tree, and its other successors that have not yet been
placed m the tree In practice, this list should be
doubly-lmhed
A bit telling whether the node IS m the tree
The depth-first number of the node (the order m
which the depth-first search retreated from each
node)

Algolitlun

6.1:

Depth-First

Search with

Minimal

I/O
INPUT A directed graph of n nodes and e arcs
OUTPUT A depth-first spanning forest for the graph,
and a depth-first ordermg for the nodes
METHOD Start with any node, which becomes the root
of the current tree and also becomes the current node
In what follows we can reach the current node by “advancmg,” which 1s the first time we visit the node, or
by “retreating ” Each time we advance to a new current node, which includes the case where we have Just
made the current node the root of its tree, we do the
following
Brmg the successors of the current node mto mam
memory Each successor 1s examined, m turn If it 1s
already m the tree, it IS deleted from the list If not
already m the tree, it 1s added to the list of children of
the current node If it 1s on the list of children for some
other node (but not yet placed m the tree), we remove
It from the list of children for that other node Thus,
no node 1s ever m the list of children for two different
nodes None of the chddlen of the current node are
placed m the tree, If they were not already m the tree
Now, we move to the first node on the list of chddlen of the current node that 1s not yet m the tree If
there are none, we retreat flom the current node, and
make its parent the cmrent node Before we do, we
give the cullent node Its depth-i%
number, which 1s
one more than the previously-awarded depth-first num-

Search

We assume that the graph 1s stored m secondary memory by the successor hsts of the nodes Suppose that
we have mam memory s at least n, so we can build m
maul memory tables indexed by the nodes If we could
lead into main memory Just one edge at a time, then a
straightforward lmplementatlon of the standard depthfirst algorithm would achieve O(e) I/O However, if we
have to read a block of edges each time, then this may
not be true any more for example, if the search follows a long path so that many nodes ale open, then
we may not be able to keep their arcs m mam memory, and therefore we will have to read the arcs for the
same node more than once Ioannldes and Ramaknshnan [1988] analyze the standard depth-fhst search algoIlthm under a model where the unit of transfer between
secondary and mam memory 1s the successor list of a
node We will show here how to nnplement depth-first
search so that the successor list of each node 1s read
only once, regardless of the density of the graph
The “trick” 1sto keep mfoolmatlon legaldmg all the
successors of a node m mam memory, even if they have
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If we find a child of the current node that 1s not
yet m the tree, then we place that node m the tlee and
make It the current node Whether the new current
node was detelmmed by retleatmg or by advancmg to
a child of the current node, we repeat the above loop,
with the new current node
If we retreat from the root of the curlent tree, then
we are done However, there may be other nodes not yet
mserted mto any tree, because they were not reachable
flom any root selected so far If so, select one as a new
loot, and repeat the entire process above 0

We do not hnow whether one can solve the generalized
tlans:tlve closure problem on cychc graphs taking advantage of sparslty as Algorithm 6 5 does For sparsestandaid algonthms it seems that another factor of n
m I/O 1s needed m the cychc case Fnst, observe that
we can run Algorithm 4 2 n tlmes,6 and each time, we
make progress of at least one arc along any path whatsoever, even If the next arc on the path goes from a
high-numbered node to a lower-numbered node Thus,
the followmg 1s mlmedlate

Theorem
6.2: Algorithm 6 1 constructs a depth-first
spanning forest It reads each successor hst once and
uses I/O equal to O(e), provided only that e and s are
at least n 0

Theorem
7.1: There 1s a sparse-standard algorithm to
compute the transltlve closure of a general graph with
I/O equal to O(n3@),
under our usual assumptions
that n 5 s 5 e 5 n2 0

Corollary
6 3: With O(e) I/O, we can find a topological order of an acyclic graph, provided only that e and
s are each at least n 0

Algorithms

General

Algorithm

We can now describe an algorithm for computmg the
transltlve closure of general graphs
Algorithm

6 5: T’ransltlve Closure for Sparse, Cychc

Graphs
A dnected graph of n nodes and e arcs, and an
amount, s, of mam memory We assume n 5 s 5 e 5
722

INPUT

OUTPUT

The transltlve

METHOD

Perform the followmg steps

1
2

3
4

closure of the given graph

Fmd strong components of the graph by the algorithm described m Theorem 6 4
Storing the strong component for each node m
mam memory, examme the arcs of the graph to
create a list of arcs that run between two strong
components, these become the arcs of an acychc
graph for the next step
Perform Algorithm 4 2 on the acychc graph flom
(2)
For each pan of strong components a and b such
that it 1s determmed m step (3) that there 1s an
arc from a to b, output the fact that thele 1s an arc
from each node m a to each node 111b q

Theorem

tlansltlve

Follow

All

Paths

It 1s not known whether Theorem 7 1 can be beaten
by an algorithm that only combmes arc facts with path
facts (lather than combmmg two path facts, as the algornhm of Fig 2 2 does) However, If we add the addltlonal restrlctlon that the algorithm must follow each
acychc path, then we can show that the bound of Theolem 7 1 1s tight Let us define an all-paths standard
algordhm
to be one m which, for each acyclic path
-+ Vk, there is a sequence of times
V] ---$ v2 -+
5 tk, such that at time t,,
,tk, with t2 5 t3 5
t2,
the facts arc(v,, vl+r), path(vl, v,), and path(vl, v,+l)
are m memory simultaneously
That is, the sequence
of triangles, each of which has vr as a vertex and has,
as opposite side, one of the arcs along the path (other
than the first), must appear m mam memory m the
same order as the arcs appear on the path
The requnement that all paths be followed 1s very
stringent
For example, when computmg the ordmary
transitive closure, we only reqmre that at least one path
from node v to node w be discovered, not that all acyclic
paths be discovered An algorithm like semmalve evaluatlon will not normally follow all paths either, since
it stops when no new path facts are discovered on a
round On the other hand, there are closed semlrmgs
where it appears all acyclic paths must be followed, If
we are constlamed only to combme arc and path facts,
never two path facts

6.4: With O(e) I/O, we can partltlon nodes
mto strong components, provided e and s ale at least
nO
Theorem

The

That

Theorem
7.2 If s << n2, then the mmlmum amount
of I/O needed for an all-paths standard algorithm on
dense graphs of n nodes with mam memory of size s 1s

6 6: Algorithm 6 5 correctly detelmmes the
closure and uses I/O equal to O(n2fi)
0

6 But m lme (5), mahe 1 lange flom
to/b--l
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1 to n/p,

rather

than 1

Fig. 8.1.

Summary of upper and lower bounds
multlphcatron via arlthmetrc progressrons,” Proc Nmeteenth Annual AChf Symposrum on the Theory of Computmg, pp l-6

In the general sparse case we can show
Theorem
7.3: If n 5 s << e, any all-paths standard
log3 n) Cl
algorithm reqmres I/O at least Q(n”@/
VIII.
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on the Theory of Computmg, pp 326-333

SUMMARY

Hopcroft, J E and R E TarJan [1973] “Efficient algorlthms for graph mampulatron,” Comm ACM 16 6,
pp 372-378

We summarrze the results of thus paper m the table of
Fig 8 1 For all these results, the assumption n 5 s 5
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